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The idea was first depicted in a drawing and a spreadsheet in the summer of
2007. I created and implemented a functional data entry and Endpoint template
system shortly after that, to accommodate an interim PHAB protocol; the
customized FlexiGrid is still the only data processing option.

The system was practically re-designed to accommodate the new (2007) SWAMP
protocol and the emerging capture of algae cover data; in one year we used 4
version of the SWAMP data sheets as they kept changing (talking about
flexibility…). Some data were captured in the field using FlexiGrid template on a
field computer. When the SWAMP database launched its PHAB module, I added
a crosswalk for a seamless data transfer into the SWAMP database,



I have been working on different protocols that had spatial assessments for many
years
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When complex physical assessments became popular, spatial sampling frames
became more and more elaborate and comprehensive
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Problem: Spatial assessments are currently captured in data management systems
that are very different from each other

Challenges

1. Identify the common elements shared by all spatial sampling frames, and
devise ‘neutral’ terms for referring to them. This will help to increase data
comparability by use of the same language. The proposed neutral terms are
defined in the Glossary below.

2. Create a data structure that connects each monitoring Result (or Endpoint)
to the exact spatial component (or aggregate thereof) in which it was measured,
make the structure flexible to accommodate any protocol, and make it
compatible with existing water quality data management systems. This will
facilitate data exchange.

3. Capture the information about any spatial sampling frame or any of its
components on a virtual map that can be stored in a database and/or easily
transferred to a Geographic Information System (GIS). This will enable use of
locative media to present and share results.
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I developed a data quality management system built on Excel spreadsheets that
capture all the bits of information one needs to see, but until 2007 it all focused
on a point (or a line).





Once you have identified the data elements, you can build a spreadsheet!







This system allowed for capturing, mapping, and calculating endpoints for
several years of data when no alternative was available.



When the SWAMP raw PHAB data module and its upload template was
functional, it was simple to add columns and rows to the data entry template
(shown in purple); these purple cells are “looking” at red-yellow-blue cells in the
original FlexiGrid spreadsheet – where the data is entered - and “translating” the
contents into SWAMPese. The crosswalk products in the purple cells are easily
isolated directly into the SWAMP upload template and transferred to SWAMP or
CEDEN, the central data exchange network used in California.
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The most practical drawback is that users need training and technical support.
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